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0. Vagueness, Generality, and Ambiguity

The present essay follows the lead of a paper by Y. R. Ct:.olo dnlt

published in 1959 in a volume dedicated to the Swedish sinologist Bemhard

Karlgren EAiX. Although the paper is titled Ambiguity in Chinese and

analyzes numerous Chinese examples, it actually provides a framework for

viewing ambiguity in general, as opposed to two related linguistic phenomena,

i.e., generality ard vagueness.

Vagueness is a consequence of using language, which is a discrete code,

to represent a world, which is largely continuous. Chao's example of the

word bro'vwt illustrates this well, since people who speak the same language

will vary on how much of the color specfrum to include under this word.

Generality is more language sensitive. Chao's example is the Chinese word

A, which is more general than either man or woman in English, though the

former is often used in a more general sense; Darwin's classic, The Descent

of Man, certainly applies to the evolution of worum as well. Similarly,

English friend is more general than Italian amico and amica, the former being

male and the latter being female. Whereas I had dinner with a friend n

English does not require you to reveal the gender of the friend, this is not an

option for ltalian.

A highly asymmetric case between English and Chinese is the word

cowin, which corresponds to eight terms in Chinese, according to whether the

person is male or female, older or younger than yourself, and related on the

patemal or matemal side. These terms are H-n, H.n, t'n, **, HtlE,
'tr*, *llfl", and *f*. No doubt a rich lexicon of kinship terms arose in a

culture where big extended families constituted an important social unit for

many centuries. Even today, kinship terms are used to address nonkins in

Chinese culture to express good will, such as F-'l'fH, [']ift, XB, Xlj1, etc.,
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where X stands for the person's given name.

Ambrguity refers to the language-specific phenomenon in which a

linguistic form refers to two or more meanings, or interpretations, or readings.

The meanings rnay or may not be semantically related to each other. It is a

feature of all languages, though there are similarities as well as differences in

how it is manifested across languages. The phenomenon is much more

prevalent than most of us realize since most of the time it is resolved by

context without our ever being conscious of it having occurred. The context

in which the form occurs typically disambiguates it, whether the context be

linguistic or other.

However, sometimes the ambiguity is deliberate, as is famously

illustrated by the oracle at Delphi in ancient Greece. The question put by

Croesus, king of Lydia in ancient times, was: 'Should I make war on the

Persians?'. The answer was: 'If you make war on the Persians, you will

destroy a greaL realm'. Croesus attacked and lost the war. He should have

noted that the oracle was ambiguous with respect to whose 'great realm'

would be destroyed; it tumed out to be his own! Deliberate ambiguity has a

wide range of uses, from enriching imagery in literanrel), to jokes built on

puns, to misleading the consumer in advertising.

Not all ambiguities have such momentous consequences as the Delphic

oracle of course. I re,mernber a long and confusing conversation I once had

with a Chinese student regarding some phonetic experiments she was doing. I

was urging her to find the reasons FE for her measurements while she

thought I wanted her to segment the vowels 7EE in her acoustic data. This is

a case of homophony, since both Ftr and lrt are pronounced yudnytn.

Another interesting instance was a call I received in Hong Kong from a

friend who telephoned me from California. She said: Wo de che gei tou le. I

l) See the famous critique hy lirrryyrn, flrsl published in 1930.
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understood her to have said &k!#h/frT, and wged her to report it to the

police right away. After much confusion, it tums out she was actually

speaking bilingually, switching to English for the main verb, r.e., ftfriFhow

/. She had parked ovemight at a no-parking zone, and the police had towed

her car awav.

l. Lexical ambiguity

At its basic level ambiguity resides in the wor4 such as the case of IFE

above, or the oft used example of bank in Englistq which may refer to the

shore of a river or a place for financial transactions. kxical ambiguity is

primarily of two sorts, homophony and polysemy. Homophony arises typically

from mergers, a common type of sound change. English words which used to

be pronounced with distinct vowels, such as steal ar'd steel, are now

homophones because these vowels merged. Their spellings reflect the fact that

written language often lags behind spoken language.

The dialects of Chinese vary in their degree of homophony, depending on

the mergers which have taken place. A massive merger took place in many

northem dialects when the endings of Middle Chinese tonc lV, or .tr F, were

dropped. This is known in Chinese historical phonology as Aillt '-F, since

the syllables which had these endings merged into thc othcr thrce tones, i.e.,

M. C. L II, and III2). However, numy southem dialects did not panicipate in

this merger, for instance Cantonese. As an examplc, Itt., |fr, and fi are

pronounced dth ?, -t, and -k respectively in ('antoncsc. IJut in Putonghua,

they are all homophones, pronounced sd, with M. ('. tonc lll.

Y. R. Chao once composed an amusing story, tottguc in cheek3). In
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Putonghu4 the story is read with just one syllable' 'shi'' There is

considerable repetition rn the story; for instance' 4ff occurs ten times in this

short paragraph. Without the written text, the story is not intelligible' In

Cantonese the intelligibility is somewhat improved since a third of the

syl lables inthestoryare inM'C. tonerV,andaredist inguishablef romeach

other by their 1, -t, and -k endings' The M' C' IV words appear in bold

icalics below. As examples, f ends itt T, E ends in -t' and Eends in -k'

"EA+LffiR, WAfi, €a14fr" ftr'tr't€fit4'l'fi" lnt' fr+
4rfi6fi" EFl, ,EruftffF " ft+flft1ilfi' 't+ft4' {tE/t'firfi
fi.. *,h{1'tifrF, frEA. dge, R\FftfrAE Agfr'
ftlffifrf/llFtr. Af-'t, kisL-f-ryfir, *+aufrr' ifr#E
d
+ .

Here is an amusing dialog centering on the ambiguity of the word '€

,E+), which literally means "meaning'. It takes place after B presents A with

a gift, presumably rntending to curry favor' The dialog is a miniature study of

the pragmatics of Chinese conversations"

ETY
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B

ltr*ftltLfrB?
IPI+Afr&, E,Bf;,B.
lts&:iliT'Wfr'Bi "
4.H,8, 4'f;,8
#rd FEtrE"
x*tult+.fltJfr!tr,Eq.

llhat is the meaning of this?

It's really nothing; iust a small token'

You really shouldn't hove.

It's nothing nothing at all.

You are reallY something.

Actually it doesn't mean anything'

3)
4)

i l  l98o:149.

I *lank Dr. LOW Hwee Boon of the Institute of Advanced studies of the Nanyang

Technological University tbr this intaesting dialog (personal communication of

February 20ll). I have provided the interpretation of the dialog as well as a rough

Englisil translatioq taking the pragrnatics into consideration'2) Wang and Cheng 1987.
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g Kont Jorrort of chirrrrliGiiiiT,Gtiffi

A : #[ftffiTFtr,B f " In that case, I (accept and) am embarrassed.
B : €ftTtrffiE" It is I that is embarrassed (with such a

humbte gifi)

1.1. Adaptation

Since languages are complex adaptive systemss), one of the waysPutonghua n':pted to the massive mergers w.s to make many wordsdisyllabic' to reduce the numerous instances of homophony. This can beclearly sean by comparing some monosyllabic words in cantonese with theirdisyllabic counterparts in putonghua, which lue more redundant.6)

r/fli* giErtr
HE ERffi
4 + *
k t)L
i l F H
a t u w
v &flE
N f.Jfr
f i # f i
t r t r f f i
fi rE*.
t u t o H
a * D

rfiiifr giEi#
s * +
fr tr+
#. m+
ta *+
f r n +
f f i f i +
f f i # ?
E E +
n f t T
ffi. ffi+
& & +
tr )L+

5)
6)

Farlier in the history of the Chinese language, during the ffi$ffi)L+fr

I 2006.
I thank chen Hui n*,* for these exampres; personar communication 2005.

v'
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period after the great Han dynasty, a different type of redundancy came into

the language in the form of classifiers. This morphological device also helps

distinguish words in the modern language. For instance, between 'lion' and

'louse', which are homophones, i.e., *)(1!JilT vs. -Rf1T ; or between

'deer' and 'road', which are homophones, i.e., --.rlffi vs. -*D&" Even

though there is considerable variation in how Chinese dialects use classifien,

nonetheless they are an important linguistic resource for disambiguation.

1.2. Simulation

Nowak et al (1999) made an interesting start in their quantitative study

of homophony by simulating language evolution with virnral agents

populating a computer game. They made the intriguing observation that

homophones are quite stable across generations. This is because each meaning

in the artificial language the agent in the simulation is leaming has no

competing forms in their simulation.

The simulation approach has been considerably refined in the research of

Minett and Gong (2010) in several irnportant ways by taking ttre context of

the word into consideration, rather than treating each word as independent

utterances in the work of Nowak et al. Tltey make the crucial distinction

between virhnl ambiguity, where two homophonous words belong to different

morphological classes and thus are unlikely to occur in the same syntactic

positiorl and actual ambiguity, where the two words have similar grarunatical

distribution and thus compete against each other for what the sentence may

mean. Their empirical results confirm the intuition that actual ambiguity is

quickly eliminated in the transmission across generations of agents; on the

other hand, virhral homophony may persist much longer in evolutionary time

because tlrcy do not croatc obstuclcs in communication
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Another interesting result is their observation that in the simulated

sentences, verb homophony is more stable than noun homophony. Their

explanation for this result is that transitive sentences contain just one verb but

two norms; hence the nouns tend to compete more, leading to a higher

probability for the ambiguity to be resolved. These are all interesting findings

toward a more precise understanding of how ambiguity operates in language.

We hope that such simulation studies will continue and lead to many more

insights on the nature of ambiguity in language.

2. Syntactic ambiguity

When homophonous words occur in an identical context, actual arnbiguity

occurs. This can be exemplified by the phrase tiEtX, udrich mears literally
'no law, no heaven'. Homophonous with i*, there is a word H, which means
'hair'. The homophonous plrase fthf;X, therefore, can be interpreted to mean

literally 'no hair, no sky'; X is polysemous here - it can mean either 'sky' in

a physical sense, or 'heaven' in an abstract sense. ln fact, the distinguished

writer Edgar Snow may have been trippd up by this ambiguous phrase after an

interview with Chairrnan lvlao Zrdlorrg, and conjured up an image of a monk

under a lealry wnbrella to accommodate the second phrasez).

A slightly more complicated example also involving 'hair' can be found in

a Hong Kong advertisement, using a pun to help sell some magic herb8). Here

the word for 'hair', 
*, witten in its traditional instead of simplified form, is

bracketed in the advertisement. It is homophonous with the word ff, which

combines with If, to mean 'discover'. The two interpretations which result

See Wang 1989.
Li and Costa 2009.

7)
8)

are: n] 
.In a short 30 days, discover a miracle'; and [2] 

'ln a short 30 days,

hair will appear miraculously'. Punning is a device for deliberate ambiguity

that is frequently used to atmct attention in diverse linguistic situations.

ffi. fE 3oE rX: fr' fif.ff\

av"tfav"# saamrsaptat6 fu"tit"' keiazikr

2.1 Pronoun Deletion

Even when the constituent words have no anrbiguity, they may

nonetheless group into sentences which are syntactically ambiguous. This is

the case with Y. R. Chao's famous example of 7$467, which may mean

u] 
'The chicken is not eating an;y'rnore', or [2] 

'X is not eating any more

chicken', where X represents some deleted subject in the sentence.

lnterpretation tl] has the default syntactic order, where the subject is 14, and

the transitive verbE has no object. The verb could take an object' of course,

such as X, 'rice'.

The default subject in interpretation [2] would be the first p€rson singular

pronoun +i, as in +kT.nz/E7 .In this case, the object 4 is fronted, perhaps

for contrastive purposes, as in fil€TEi ' (EF.H*-,F'ffi), i'e', 'I won't

eat any more chicken, (but I would like a little more rice)'. The ambiguity

arises when the subject pronoun fi is deleted, as is often the case in Chinese

discourse, making it possible for l4 to be interpreted as the subject.

Similar ambiguity arises in other languages which permit pronoun

dclction, such as Italian. For example, the sentence below allows two

inrcrprctations. u] has the interpretation that When Marco calls (him), his

9) Tlrc latin transcnption uscrl hcrc is that proposed by the Linguistic Society of Hong

Korrg callcd r4lll, or Jyut"prrrg', wlrcrc tlrc supcrscript numerals indicate Cantonese tones.

A vcrv usclirl stttdy ol wtlllill (itttloltcric rs ('hctrng and Bauer 2002'
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brother is always happy, where the deleted pronoun refers to his brother. [2]
has the interpretation that When Marco calls his brother, (he) is always

hoppy, where the deleted pronoun refers to Marco.

Quando Marco chiama suo fratello i sernpre felice.
I(hen Marco calls his brother is always happy.

Often with such cases, the two interpretations can be deliberately

distinguished by intonational devices such as pitch and pause. But usually this

is not necessary because the context makes it clear which interpretation is

intended.

Another aspect of the language which contributes to the ambiguity of /q

Tnllis that words like 4 and & can refer either to the animal or to their

meat, much as in English 'chicken' and 'fish'. In contrast, words like f- and

ffi refer only to the animal; referring to their meat requires the addition of A.

A similar contrast can be found in English, where terms for animal meat like
'beef 

, 
'pork' and 'mutton' came into the language from Norman French. It is

interesting that Chinese and English should share the division among the

animals this way, presumably on the basis of some cognitive similarify of the

two culhues. ln any case, due to this lexical aspect, an utterance lke *TW

f has only the interpretation that corresponds to [l] above, snce *fr,TW*

T is not an acceptable sentence in Chinese whereas tr\TW{lr.i is fine.

Incidentally, the computer scientist Terry Winograd took advantage of the

same ambiguity in the sentence The chicl<ens are ready to eat when he

discussed problems of natural language processing.//) Again, the sentence has

the two interpretations discussed above, one with chickcn as animal and the

other as meat, for essentially the same reasons.

l0) Winograd 1984.
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2.2. Indeterminate Attachment

A class of examples of syntactic arnbiguity not based on lexical

ambiguity has to do with the indeterminate attachment of modifiers. In the

Chinese sentence BffiAfitt{ll-fuE, two distinct attachments are possible

for the modifier -€. It could attach to the ffiAf,, or to the plural pronoun

ft{l'1. It could indicate either the books should be read together, side by side,

say, or that the readers should be together during the reading. Like the lB

example discussed above, the ambiguity arises because the object ixmAt

has been fronted to a position before the modifier. Had the object occurred in

its usual post verbal positio4 fi'ffl-EE[ru4fi, there would be no such

ambiguity.

Similarly in the Japanese sentence, the basic form indicates that Taro

chased Hanako. However it is ambiguous because it is indeterminate whether

the modifier jitensha-de attaches to Taro or to Hanako. That is, the sentence

could mean either that Taro did the chasing by bicycle, or that Hanako

escaped by bicycle.

Taro-wa jitensha-Qg

Taro-subj bicycle-by

nigeta Hanal<o-o oikakemashita.

escaped Hanako-obj chased.

There used to be a favorite joke on the Vaudeville stage, when one

comedian would announce that He lmows a man with a wooden leg called

Peter. Tlne other comedian would then ask him: l(hat is the name of his other

leg? The ambiguity here again is where to attach the phrase called Peter. The

usual attachment is of course to a man, that the man is called Peter. The joke

is to attach it to the immediately preceding noun phrase, a wooden leg,

creating the comic effect of wooden legs having names like people.
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2.3. Grammatical Classes

Many types of arnbiguity are due to cases of homophony across
grammatical classes. For the English third person singular pronoun, irs is in
the possessive case, as in &ls book, whlle him is n the objective case, as in
help him. However, when the pronoun is feminine, the possessive and the
objective are homophonous with each other, as tn her book and help her.
There is no ambiguity here since the context makes it clear which case is
intended.

A similar instance obtains with ttre word duck, lpically used as a noun
to refer to a farm animal. However, the word has been gramrnatically

extended to a verb, to duck, presumably from the head bopping movement a
duck makes when it walks. Similar extensions can be seen in to wolf down a
meal, to refer to crude manner of eating, and to ape his gestures, to refer to
imitation. A phrase lke her duck stardng alone is not ambiguous; it will
naturally be interpreted as possessive pronoun followed by a noun. However,
ambiguity arises in a sentence ltke I smu her duck, when the phrase is
embedded and a second interpretation becomes possible where the her is the

direct object of saw and simultaneously the subject of the verb dtrck

Ambiguities in a sentence frequently arise because it contains two or
more elements each of which permits two or more interpretations, due to
either homophony or polysemy. Thus in a sentence hke {frEtRWW., the

element Etrf can either function as an auxiliary verb, such as in E/tX,
where X is the main verb; or it can function as the main verb itself, such as
in 

*El[tr#. 
The element wffi. can either function as a single word, meaning

fried rice, parallel t ith mW, meaning congee. Or, it can be segmented into
a verb-noun construction, meaning to fry rice, parallel with xs. Indeed in
some dialects, such as in Shanghainese, these two functions of 'ft)ffi are

spoken differently, when tone sandhi operates differently within words and
across words. The two interpretations which are possible tor {frElRW,ffi ue
therefore: [] He likes fried rice; and [2] He like to fiy rice.

Here is a similar example illustrating the problem of segmentation : fii|l
l9EffiTt+WSjEll). Whereas the €tt in the above sentence can serve
either as main verb or as auxiliary verb, the €' in ttre present sentence can
serve either as main verb or as aspect markerl2). This polysemy can be seen
clearly in a contrasting pair, such as +\lgH+ and fr.lgF*. The two
interpretations of the present sentence are, respectively: [l] There is nothing.
that we cannot do well; and [2] We have not done anyttring bad. In [l], the
main verb is €-, and the elernent ffiZ^rl is a resultative verb constnrction, the
negative counterparr to (&1411.In [2], the main verb is ift, and the itE-{& is
the negative counterpart to 1fr7 in putonghua, which is however Eftj. a
some dialects, e.g., Mfuuran.

3. Figurative Language

All languages extend the basic meanings of the words and sentences lnto
various more abstract realms, from the literal to the figurative, idibmatic, and
metaphorical. An obvious and very productive area of such extensions is from
spatial words, which are more concrete, to temporal words, which are more
abstract. Many English words can be used for space as well as for time, e.g.,
dn the house, in time, on the table, on t:rme, before the house, before Monday,
long pencil, long time, etc. Similarly in Chinese, El\, -+14, *L L4L
fr, )kit, E,-tX., K'+t, l(A,. etc.

ll) ii l9tl5 providcs nurrcrous inrcrcsting examples ofambiguity in chinese.
12) Wang 1965



A commonly cited example from English is the constuction kicrred the
brclret as an idiomatic equivalent to died. whereas the literal construction
allows various paraphrasing, the fig'rative conskuction is more limited in
how they are used. For instance, the passive construction The bucket was
kicked by John can only be interpreted literally, not figuratively. when such
constructions retain their original meaning alongside of the figurative meaning
acquired through extersion, ambiguity arises. Thus John kicked the bucket cm
simply refer to the physical act, or it can mean that John died.

In normal conversatiorl we would expect the hearer to interpret the
idioms appropriately. However, it appears that people with aphasic disorders,
with damage to certain areas of the left hemisphere of the brain, may lose the
ability to deal with figurative language. It was found that some Italian aphasic
patients when presented with common idioms produce responses which are
associated with literal rather than figurative interpretationsl3).

For instance, the idiom vuota*e il sacco has the literal meaning of lo
emply the sack, but the figurative meaning of to confess something. when this
idiom was presented to fifteen patients, seven of them produced the correct
target response of segreto (secret), while five produced a response triggered
by the literal interpretation, i.e., hino (rucksack), and three patients produced
irrelevant responses.

Such failwe to retrieve figurative extensions in ambiguous cases is also
found in schizophrenic speechl4). For instance, a patient may understand corzrt
to refer to the physical grounds where sports like basket-ball or tenms is
played, but fail to understand it as part of a judicial process. In both aphasia
and schizopluenia, the semantic network in the brain is compromised, and
cases of ambiguity become difficult problems of communication.

It is inportant tbat research in areas such as sernantic networls in the brain

13) Cacciari et al 2006.
14) McKenna and Oh 2005.
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bc carrid out across languages of different stuctures ernbedded in distinct

cultures. In recent years, very interesting work has been done in a highly skewed

sct of culhres, which have been dubbed WEIRD cultures, i.e., Westenq

Educatd Indusfiialized, Riclr, and Develo@ls). These culhres represent only a

small fraction of hunran populations; studies based on these culhres cannot and

slrould not be extrryolated as information about human language and hurnan

mind in general. It is inportant that research on the languages and cultures of

Asia be intersively carried out in these areas of the neurocogrition of language

so that we c.ul arrive at a more balanced understanding of the human species.

4. Concluding Remarks

To retum to the theme of this essay, it is a fascinating question as to

why languages should be so ambiguous in the first place. Such ambiguity

does not appear to be paralleled in two other areas which require extensive

communication via coded messages: one is the area of computer languages,

the other is the genetic code. But careful and systematic comparisons from the

viewpoint of ambiguity have yet to be made.

As we saw above, arnbiguity is built upon homophony and polyserny at

the level of words. Clearly, if there were numerous new words to mark finer

distinctions, many of the arnbiguities would not occur. Suppose we had

another word in Englista say choclen, which means chicken meal, in the same

way that beef meus cow meat. Then the sentences The chicken is ready to

eat and The clpclan is ready to eat are quite distinct, and there would be no

ambiguity. Apparently, the English language did not opt for this lexical

distinction. Is this because we have a limit to the powers of our lexical

15) Henrich et al 2010a 2010b.



memory, as Darwin coniechred?

"We see variability in every tongue, and new words are
continually cropping up; but as there is a limit to the powers of
memory, single words, like whole languages, gradually become
extinct."l6)

Indeed the number of distinct sinogramslT) used in the various dlmastic
histories seems to have remained largely constant, hovering around g,000r8).
Although there are imporant differences between the sinogram and the word,
cheng's result is certainly an important step toward elucidating the limits of
our lexical memory. This result is consistent with Darwin's conjecture. This is
one approach toward explaining the presence of ambiguity in language.

On the other hand, our lexical memory is significantly expanded when
we leam additional languages. while there are reports that the vocabulary
scores of bilinguals are often lower than those of monolingualslg), nonetheless
the combined lexicons of multiple languages in a bilingual surely contain
numy more words than the lexicon of a monolingual. Thus if a language
needs to add words like chocrren to its lexicon, it would not exceed anv limits
of lexical memory.

So the above consideratiors read us to the following concrusion. Much of
ambiguity in language can be elimrnated at the expense of adding mrmerous
new words. Adding words would not exceed any limits of lexical memory,
though it necessarily increases the complexity of the language. However, by
far the majority of ambiguous cases are pre-attentivery resolved by linguistic
and/or extralinguistic context. Ianguage therefore tolerates its ambiguities, and

16) Darwin 1871.
17) Sinogram is a trarslation for iL?; see Wang and Tsai 20ll
18) Cheng 1988.
19) Olla et al 2007.
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occasionally exploits them for special purposes.
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